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This work proposes an approach for automatic and generic runtime-combination of high-level shader programs. Many of recently introduced real-time rendering techniques rely on such programs. The fact that only a single program can be active concurrently becomes a main conceptual problem when embedding these techniques into middleware systems or 3D applications. Their implementations frequently make use of combined shader functionality and, therefore, need to combine existing shader programs. Such a task is often time consuming, error-prone, requires a skilled software engineer, and needs to be repeated for each further extension. Our extensible approach solves these problems efficiently: It structures a shader program into code fragments, each typed with a predefined semantics. Based on an explicit order of those semantics, the code fragments of different programs can be combined at runtime. This technique facilitates the reuse of shader code as well as the development of extensible rendering frameworks for future hardware generations.

**Problem**
Due to the restrictions of the current graphics hardware, only a single shader program can be active and replace parts of the fixed function rendering pipeline. With the number of functionality grows also the number of shader permutations. These permutations are hard to manage and maintain. Based on current technology, individual shaders cannot be combined automatically because there are neither explicit shading language features for shader combination nor do typical shaders allow us to easily identify and reuse their functionality. Reusing such programs saves expertise for repeated optimizations and debugging. This work enables the usage of shaders in a stand-alone way as well as to derive combined variants within a scene graph based rendering system.

**Concept: Divide – Tag - Combine**

**Divide**
Our basic idea is a generic approach for user-shader construction. It combines shader programs that are composed of several shader source code fragments ("shader handler"), each with a predefined semantics. The programs can be executed independently and combined by invoking their handlers according to a given order of semantics.

**Tag**
For later combination, it is necessary to provide additional information for each shader handler. This information can be evaluated at runtime and is used to generate a combined shader program as well as to specify the behavior of the individual handlers. The most important information is the semantics of the handler that denotes the functionality of a shader. The assignment of such information can be done via tagging the source code by introducing new keywords to a particular shading language (here GLSL).

Later, a preprocessor can eliminate this syntactical overhead. The concept can be applied to all shader types (fragment, vertex, and geometry shader). Example for a single vertex shader:

**Combine**
To enable a dynamic combination, our approach consists of two separate processing steps:

- A preprocessing step for each shader program analyzes a tagged source code and transforms it into an intermediate representation.
- In the second step, these intermediate representations are combined into a new shader program. For this, all intermediate representations are concatenated, and an additional shader is generated that controls the connection of the paths.

Our main contribution is the dynamic accomplishment of the second step at runtime and comprises an analysis of control parameters for combined programs.

**Shader Preprocessing**
Given an ordered list of handler prototypes and a handler interface, a language specific preprocessor parses each shader program (SP) to determine the particular handlers and the affiliation to the respective prototypes (prototype-handler mapping). Fig. 3 shows the data flow diagram for preprocessing a single shader. In detail, this process can be divided into four steps:

1. Identify handler and prototype from tagged source code and qualify the handler name with the name of the shader program it is attached to.
2. Determine the execution mode of the shader handler. Each prototype possesses a default execution mode. It will be used if the shader handler does not specify one.
3. Generate intermediate shader code that can be interpreted by a vendor specific compiler. The signature of each shader handler will be modified with its qualified name to ensure identity at source code level.
4. Store the qualified name, prototype, and execution mode for each shader in a prototype mapping table.

Example for processing a single vertex shader handler into its intermediate representation and its type information which is necessary for its combination at runtime.

**Shader Combination**
This process will be performed by a shader management system (SMS) and includes the following steps:

1. Concatenation of the intermediate shader sources. Furthermore, each handler is associated with an index into a global handler index table. This table is a boolean vector that defines the activity state of a shader handler. All will be provided to the controller shader.
2. Generation of the controller shader. It represents the entry point of the shader program.

The maintenance and concatenation of the shader source code is done by the SMS. It controls instances of shader programs in a priority list (PLL). The programs are added during the pre-translation of the scene graph.

The PLL is used later on to generate the main functions of the controller shader. The controller is a special shader that invokes each handler if its respective invoke table entry is set to true. It stores the order of handler execution inherently with respect to the prototype list. The following pseudo code shows the creation of the main function:

```bash
for each prototype P = PLL do
foreach shader program SP = PLL do
  foreach shader handler SH = SP do
    if (prototype(SH) = P) do
      appendStatement(SH)
    else
      appendStatement(SH) // as is
  end for
end for
```

**Conclusion & Example**

We have demonstrated the concept and implementation of an extensible, dynamic approach to combine high-level shader programs. A developer can extend the functionality of shader programs by assigning meta information to the source code. Our implementation is based on GLSL and is integrated into the high-level graphics middleware VRS. The adaptation of this approach for other highlevel shading languages and the analysis of performance remain future work.
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